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Note from our designer

NEAR THE BEND

The inspiration for January 2023 began last September, with the introduction of The Waiting 
Game. All those rich colors got me going in a new direction, one that I wanted to stick with 

a little longer. I’m usually in a beach mode for Spring/Summer, but this year is more of a lake 
vibe. It’s very grounded and here to stay. Then I found the location for the photoshoot, and it 

all came completely together. It was a recently renovated old restaurant, where they held on to 
all the great old details and made them even more fabulous. The entire place was painted in 

what we call leather brown, and it’s stunning. This color, along with the old floors and mirrors, 
created such a romantic, vintage feeling, one I didn’t even know I was looking for!

So, on these pages, you will find us along The Lys river, Near The Bend.

Amy Behn



BED LINEN

SWIMMERS STRIPE

This pure linen twill stripe in a leather and white sand colorway was inspired by the huge success of The Workshop 
Stripe. I sort of think of these all-over stripes as solids, because you can use them that way. We show this collection 
with the new Lys coverlet, but it will look beautiful with the accessories of last July as well.  

Available in duvet cover, pillow case and pillow sham

Color: Stripe 

100% LI – washed finish
5.9 oz/yd2

ACCESSORIES

LYS

This new coverlet was designed to go with the Swimmers Stripe bed linen, but it will also work beautifully with The 
Workshop Stripe, and Canal Stripe, and of course the solid options in Madison. It’s a medium weight construction, 
seamed downed the middle, and finished with fringe at the top and bottom. There are two different stripes running 
across the width of the coverlet, near the top and near the bottom. The large stripe is spruce green, leather, old-rose 
and mustard. The small stripe is spruce green, old rose and bone.

Available in coverlet (110x94”) and pillow sham (25x25”)

Color: Stripe

100% LI – washed finish
13.7 oz/yd2

THE BELGIAN TOWEL – PILLOW - POUCH

There are two new Belgian Towels this season, with all that goes along with them, the small ones, the pouch, and the 
pillow! Lake Stripe has an ecru ground, with stripes of leather, old-rose, spruce-green, and mustard at both ends. The 
pillow, the pouch, and the small foutas have a single stripe design, and the large foutas have stripes at both ends. 
Summer Stripe has an ecru ground, with stripes of red, spruce-green, and mustard at both ends. The small foutas also 
have stripes at both ends. The pillow and pouch carry a single group of stripes.

Available in 
The Belgian Towel as fouta (43x70”), guest towel (22x26”) and small fouta (14x20”)
The Belgian Pillow as pillow cover (20x20”)
The Belgian Pouch as pouch (9x6”)

Colors: Lake Stripe, Summer Stripe

100% LI – washed finish
9.9 oz/yd2



Lys

The Belgian Towel - Pillow - Pouch    Lake StripeSwimmers Stripe



TABLE LINEN

THE BELGIAN TABLE THROW

The Belgian Table Throw is here! This is an exciting introduction for us. We wanted to create something inspired 
by The Belgian Towel, but specifically made to be used as a table throw, and here it is! The body of the table throw 
is a sturdy plain weave construction, so it can be machine washed. It is however a throw and not a tablecloth, so it 
doesn’t cover the entire table. The point is that you see your beautiful table and the beautiful throw. There are two 
different stripes sitting on either end of the flax-colored ground, both stripes feature leather, old-rose, spruce green, 
and mustard colors. It’s finished with fringe at both ends.

Available in table throw (55x71”, 55x91”)

Color: Fisherman

100% LI – washed finish
11.4 oz/yd2

BANKS

This is our classic open weave napkin. It was designed to go with The Belgian Table Throw, but it will look beautiful 
with our recent Jasper and Pacific placemats as well. There are two different leather, old-rose, spruce green, and 
mustard stripes sitting on a plain-weave, flax ground.   

Available in napkin (16.5x16.5”)

Color: Stripe

100% LI – washed finish
2.7 oz/yd2

KITCHEN LINEN

DOCK

We haven’t done tea towels in a while, but here we are with a new look! Three different designs all on an oatmeal 
ground, with horizontal stripes top and bottom. Green Stripe has a green and rusty brown stripe, near the top and 
near the bottom. Multi Stripe has a blue, red, mustard stripe near the top and a bronze, red, green stripe near the 
bottom. Lucerne Stripe has a leather, old-rose, mustard, spruce green stripe near the top and near the bottom.

Available in tea towel (27.5x27.5”)

Colors: Green Stripe, Lucerne Stripe and Multi Stripe

100% LI – washed finish
5.5 oz/yd2
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